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The first slaves were taken to America in the same year that Kepler published his final law of
planetary motion (1619). By the time Newton capitalized on these laws in his Principia (1687),
the slave trade had exploded throughout the British empire and was still ongoing in America when
Darwin published On the Origin of Species (1859) centuries later. In turn, the role of women in
modern science was often uncredited or non-existent, while the photon was discovered a decade
and a half before women even had the right to vote (USA and UK). Religious institutions, often
complicit in these social failures of Western progress, were also one of its victims, with the
Secularization thesis of Weber and others seemingly becoming a self-fulfilling prophecy (at least,
in Europe). Progress seemed to become synonymous with the skeptical, ‘objective’, white man of
science, who overcomes religious repression and dogma on route to enlightenment. Yet a
captivating and alternative vision of modernity has recently been provided by Marvel’s massively
popular film, Black Panther (2018).
Black Panther not only heralded a new future for representation in big-budget films but
also gave an alternative vision of the past, one which recasts the Enlightenment within an African
context. By going through its technological enlightenment in isolation from Western ideals and
dominance, Wakanda opens a space for reflecting on alternate ways progress can—and still
might—unfold. More specifically, this alternative history creates room for reimagining how
modernity—with its myriad social, scientific, and religious paradigm shifts—could have
negotiated questions of race, and, in turn, how race could have informed and redirected some of
the lesser impulses of modernity. Similar to genetic critiques,1 such alternative genealogies are not
primarily about history but about the future, providing an almost eschatological vision of ow
society could be restructured.2 This paper will thus explore how Black Panther rewrites the
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Western narrative of modernity and its culturally specific structuring of the relationships between
race, power, gender, science, and religion.3
By envisioning an African population that was never “subjected to the decimating forces
of colonialism, slavery, lynching, Jim Crow, mass incarceration, second-class citizenship, and
racial segregation,”4 Black Panther provides an idealized vision of ‘blackness’ that is not
defined—or, at least, not primarily defined—by the dialectic of dominance or oppositional
narratives of power versus powerlessness.5 This frees Wakanda (as much as it is possible to be
free) from the imperialistic will to power that dominated Western modernity and which later
necessitated the deconstructions of postmodernity. Indeed, while Wakanda maintains a royal
hierarchy, it is often defined by its subversions, with King T’Challa (Chadwick Boseman)
responding, “We do not do that here,” when Bruce Banner (Mark Ruffalo) attempts to bow before
him in Infinity War (2018).6 Also notable is the mutuality of the ‘Wakanda Forever’ salute, with
royalty and commoner reciprocating toward each other with the same gesture, in contrast to, say,
the one-sided salute of a subordinate in the American army to a commanding officer.7 Even the
broader narrative refuses to define blackness as the struggle to regain power from the West,
revealing halfway through that the Caucasian Klaue (Andy Serkis) is not the true antagonist of the
film. King T’Challa’s personality further echoes this subversion of traditional power tropes when,
as Michael D’Agostino states, he
freezes in the presence of his childhood sweetheart, Nakia. He mourns his father,
T’Chaka, whom he does not just love and respect but openly adores. For all his
superhuman power and royal authority, Coogler’s T’Challa is sympathetic,
accessible, and easy to identify with.8
T’Challa also emphasizes diplomacy and relationship over force of numbers,9 saying in Civil War
that “two people in a room can get more done than a hundred.” He embodies a “regal coolness
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devoid of rage or resentment, thus signalling that he is outside of any patriarchy rooted in the
experiences of slavery (see Hooks, 2004).”10
In stark and deliberate contrast, Erik Killmonger represents an African-American
perspective that has become defined—for better or worse—in opposition to Western power.
Killmonger was born and raised in Oakland,11 where the Black Panther Party was founded less
than a year after the comic debuted, and where the opening scene of the film begins in 1992, the
same year as the Los Angeles riots after white police officers were pardoned for beating Rodney
King.12 (It is also of note that Coogler and Jordan’s first film together, Fruitvale Station (2013),
documented the brutal killing of Oscar Grant by Oakland police.) Erik soon earned his nickname,
Killmonger, as an American black-ops soldier, and goes by it instead of his African birth name,
N’Jadaka. In many ways, Killmonger reacts against and adopts the powerplays of the Western
oppressors of his youth: in this sense he is not merely the villain of the story but also its first victim,
as an orphaned child thrust into and molded by an oppressive framework. He knows “how
colonizers think,” and wishes to use “their own strategy against them.” Appropriating an old adage
of the British empire, Killmonger claims that “the sun is never gonna set on the Wakanda empire.”
The comparison is made all the more explicit in a London heist scene, when he steals back artefacts
that the British once stole from Africa, repaying tit for tat. This stands in contrast to T’Challa, who
allows vengeance to go unreturned, ending the cycle of power plays when he states: “Vengeance
has consumed you. It has consumed them. I am done letting it consume me.”
Indeed, the camera angle literally flips upside down when Killmonger takes the throne from
T’Challa, signifying their inverse approaches to power: note also the contrast between
Killmonger’s urban American accent and T’Challas formal isiXhosa.13 Killmonger has been
consumed by the Western dialectic between oppressor and oppressed, where he must be either one
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or the other, while T’Challa seems to transcend the dialectic altogether.14 As T’Challa says to
Killmonger in their final fight, “You have become them” and so will “never be a true king.”
Killmonger has become the thing he hates, bearing on his body the marks of two hundred murders,
many against his own brothers and sisters on “this continent.” Whereas scars on an AfricanAmerican male have often symbolized his oppression, here they symbolize him as oppressor. This
fits in with a common diagnosis of African-American masculinity, with multiple scholars arguing
that black men often “absorb and emulate white patriarchy in order to rebuild and reassert
themselves as men from the trauma of slavery.”15
Killmonger’s internalization and replication of Western dominion is all the more clear in
his approach to Black females. He nonchalantly shoots his girlfriend in order to defeat Klaue. He
lifts the African priestess by her throat while spewing a threatening reminder of his dominance:
“When I tell you to do something, I mean that shit.” In the climax, he fights the all-female Dora
Milaje, using one of them as a body shield before slicing her throat and discarding her after she’s
served her purpose. Making his gendered supremacy all the more explicit, he then beats the entire
female troop in combat, almost killing Shuri. This
is the true tragedy of Killmonger—in his trauma-fueled quest for dominance, he
does not represent black liberation—rather, he symbolizes the internalization of
white patriarchy —which manifests in his external violence against black women.16
Thus, Killmonger represents an African-American internalization of modern Western ideologies,
deriving its views of power, race, and gender from a dialectical reaction against, and identity with,
its colonial and patriarchal oppressors. Note that this is considered one of the more controversial
aspects of the film, with some claiming it buys into “white respectability politics,” dismissing
justified outrage as inherently radical or extremist, while also further disempowering AfricanAmerican males.17 It also represents Western ideologies that mainland Africans have imbibed
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through colonialism or contemporary media, for “Western civilization’s attempt to ‘modernize’
and ‘de-savage’ the dark continent was by infusing its own ideas of masculinity and paternalism.”18
In contrast, Wakanda represents a vision of an African nation that has socially progressed
in isolation, providing an alternative vision of femininity that is not built upon centuries of Western
dominance. While Wakanda is ruled by a male King, T’Challa is not guaranteed his rule by birth
nor gender, for another could challenge him in ritual combat. Indeed, Black Panther 2 will
reportedly have Shuri (Letitia Wright) taking the throne. This might seem like a solely strategic
move in light of Chadwick Boseman’s untimely demise, but this actually occurs in the comic books
as well, with Shuri becoming the Black Panther in volume 5 (2009). Nakia is also encouraged by
Queen Ramonda to use the magical heart shaped herb to become Black Panther. Additionally,
while some maintain that the plurality of females in the film are ultimately in service to a male
protagonist,19 it is crucial to note that they each have a will, identity, and source of value that goes
beyond T’Challa. For example, Okoye (Dana Gurira) does not serve T’Challa but Wakanda, and
so when he is unseated she refuses to flee with his family but instead stays to serve Wakanda’s
new government. In turn, she is willing to sacrifice her male beloved (Daniel Kaluuya) for her
country, showing she has a purpose beyond her romantic attachment to a male (“For Wakanda?
No question.”) Nakia (Lupita Nyong’o) also displays this independence, consistently refusing
T’Challa’s offer of marriage in order to pursue the global aid he disapproves of.20 In turn, T’Challa
acknowledges Nakia’s independence as well as his own dependence upon her, inverting the role
of male savior by saying to her: “Thank you for saving me. For saving my family.”
Beyond the throne, Wakanda is seemingly run almost entirely by females.21 The film
begins with a shot of two Dora Milaje warriors holding spears, foreshadowing the all-female
Wakandan army and Royal Guard. Notable among their combat scenes is the barfight with Klaue,
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when Nakia and Okoye try to blend in by wearing Western female garb, including high-heels and
a straightened wig. Nakia soon takes off her heels, using them to strike her enemy in the face.
Okoye then rips off her straightened hair—a symbol rich in both its gendered and racialized
history22—throwing it into the face of an oncoming enemy. They thus symbolically cast off their
shackles then use them to chain whip their captors. And lest they merely become westernized
versions of male warriors (similar to the internalizations of Killmonger) or sexualized caricatures
of ‘angry Black women,’ they are depicted as tough but not mean,23 as passionate but not
hysterical, and as creatively employing self-sacrifice, empathy, and wit in combat—e.g., when
Okoye places her own body in the way of her lover’s charging rhino to save M’Baku (Winston
Duke), or when Nakia saves one of her male kidnappers, acknowledging that he was “just a boy”
himself. Furthermore, females are not only the brawn of the army but the brains as well, with Shuri
inventing vibranium weapons and armor and Nakia serving as a co-vert operative before she is
pulled out after T’Chaka’s death.24
Outside of the army, females also occupy essential positions within the government and its
religious structures, with a high priestess taking over the coronation ceremony after Zuri (Forest
Whitaker) was killed, and the Tribal Council consisting of an equal number of male and female
rulers. Queen Ramonda (Angela Bassett) is also a member of this council, countering the dearth
of older female roles of consequence in Hollywood. More centrally, Shuri leads the nation’s STEM
industry, harnessing the land’s vibranium deposits to create next-generation vehicles, weapons,
armor, medicine, clothing, etc. She is essentially a female version of Q from the Bond franchise,
except with public recognition and status. The film’s emphasis on Shuri’s intellect rather than
T’Challa’s is especially notable in contrast to the comics, where T’Challa is also presented as a
“brilliant scientist” and one of the “eight smartest people in the world.”25 The filmmakers thus
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made a very intentional choice to highlight Shuri’s intellect, contrasting the Enlightenment
mythology of the ‘Man of Science,’ which only indulged the occasional female mind—e.g.,
Madame Curie, Rosalind Franklin—in a manner roughly equivalent to the ‘exceptional Negro.’
This went beyond everyday sexism, permeating the very philosophical and epistemological
foundations of modernity:
Nowhere is the pattern of using male experience to define the human experience
seen more clearly than in models of intellectual development. The mental processes
that are involved in considering the abstract and the impersonal have been labelled
"thinking" and are attributed primarily to men, while those that deal with the
personal and interpersonal fall under the rubric of "emotions" and are largely
relegated to women.26
The Cartesian mythology of modernity emphasized a “lone ranger” pursuit of “separation,
autonomy, mastery, independence, and self-sufficiency,”27 idealizing the “agentic ethic (selfprotective, assertive, individualistic, pushing toward achievement) at the expense of the communal
ethic (being at one with other organisms, characterized by contact or union).”28 While girls—in
preparation for motherhood—were encouraged to be emotionally expressive and attentive to the
needs of others,29 young boys were instead socialized to be “good soldiers” or “effective
competitors in a largely alienated work world” where deep interpersonal connection was perceived
as weakness.30 These examples—a few among many—contributed to a modern definition of
masculinity that was “emptied of the dress of the self,”31 forcing reality onto a procrustean bed and
hacking off subjectivity, emotion, and interpersonal relating and knowing. This enabled a maledominated academia to define thinking itself as abstract, impersonal, and objective, as epitomized
by the Cartesian mind that is allegedly impervious to all outside influence. By then defining
masculinity itself as cold, calculating,32 and objective (and femininity as warm, unsystematic, and
subjective), females were inherently excluded from the scientific and technological project of
modernity.
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Shuri, of course, presents a powerful counter to this enlightenment epistemology. She
developed a high-speed train system. From the comfort of her lab, she can drive a car located
thousands of miles away. She continues to improve already-cutting-edge technologies, designing
a new Black Panther suit able to absorb kinetic energy. The other advanced weapons of the nation
owe their latest iterations to her engineering.33
Furthermore, Shuri does not have to shed her subjectivity or ‘traditional femininity’ in
order to do science (though there is still a gendered binary assumed here which is arguably
colonial, even if the definitions of one side of that binary have been allowed to expand
somewhat).34 While “Technical expertise is her specialty… she [nonetheless] shares a spirit of
self-sacrifice with her Wakandan sisters. She shoulders the burden of caring for a white fugitive
in their midst….”35 Shuri is playful (e.g., when she tricks T’Challa into kicking his suit, or jokes
at the coronation), embedded relationally in her family and community, and emotive (e.g., she
cries out and openly weeps when T’Challa is defeated by Killmonger). She stands as a nuanced
contrast to the narrow definitions of gendered rationality inherent to the Enlightenment, which is
made clear when she heals CIA agent Everett Ross (Martin Freeman) using Wakandan technology
unavailable in the West. When he wakes, he is stunned to discover that this female and her African
nation have such advanced technology. He is further shocked that she knows more about him than
he knows about her and that his bullet wounds have already healed (Everett: “Bullet wounds do
not just magically heal overnight.” Shuri: “They do here. But not by magic. By technology.”) Shuri
treats him like a boy, laughing at how perplexed he is by her lab and telling him not “to touch
anything.” This contrast between her technology and the West is further crystallized when she
enjoyably refers to him as “Colonizer,” mockingly calls him “Genius,” and laughs that America
doesn’t have “hover bikes” yet.36
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In sum, Wakandan females are consistently contrasted with Western femininity, being
portrayed as highly skilled and integral to Wakanda’s government, military, and scientific
progress. The film’s empowerment of Black females in an advanced society provides an alternative
vision of the future, one that counters the popular adage that ‘every great nation is built on the
backs of slaves’ and that every great woman stands (politely) behind her great man. Now, a number
of commentators have insisted that this egalitarian picture of social progress is not merely what
could happen in the future but what could have happened in the past, without the intervention of
Western colonialism:
This was commonplace in pre-colonial African communities—throughout West
Africa, women were known to have controlled their own worlds, speaking on
matters of taxation, and the maintenance of public facilities including markets,
roads, wells and streams (Sudarkasa, 1986, p. 99)… Aidoo underlines the privileges
and rights women possessed which included the right to own land, to participate in
council meetings, refusing to take her husband’s name, right to property. In these
communities, “A woman’s status was determined more by her own achievements
than the achievements of her husband” (Van Allen, 1972, p. 168)… They took
active part in decision-making concerning chieftaincy and were consulted on most
governmental affairs (Sudarkasa, 1986, p. 100).
Additionally, the
strongest empires in Africa have been variations of African matriarchy wherein the
king rules with the female triad of the Queen Mother who can depose him, the
Queen Sister who manages the economy and owns title to the nation’s land, and the
Queen-Wife who is consort and advisor. This is the triad who brought T’Challa
back from near death… African matriarchy is not about gender dominance. Black
Panther is a rare film because it shows that African matriarchy is about vibrant
gender synergy…37
Thus, Black Panther paints an optimistic picture for the gendered trajectory of an African
enlightenment removed from the past and future interventions of Western powerplays. 38 In
contrast, the film’s only African-American woman (Nabiyah Be) is given less than fifteen words
to speak and is swiftly killed off by her African-American lover,39 rendering explicit the contrast
between those located in the unfolding history of the West and those raised in isolation from it.
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However, it should be noted that even as women are portrayed in more expansive roles, the film
nonetheless assumes a consistent dichotomy between recognizably male and female characters,
which may itself be a colonial binary. For example, Oyèrónkẹ́ Oyěwùmí has argued that historical
Yoruba society used gender-fluid language and names, divided social groups by age rather than
biological sex, and were less visual as a culture and thus less concerned with external differences
between male and female garb and biology.40
In addition to the film’s renegotiation of the relationship between race, gender, and science,
it also provides a powerful alternative to the secularization thesis of modernity, wherein scientific
and social progress compete with religion for territory as mutually exclusive options. This thesis
has often been exemplified by other ‘futurisms’ in science-fiction:
For example, during filming for 2017’s prequel series Star Trek: Discovery, when
actor Jason Isaacs ad-libbed the phrase “for God’s sakes,” writer Kirsten Beyer
corrected him: “Star Trek is creator Gene Roddenberry’s vision of a science-driven
twenty-third-century future where religion basically no longer exists” (Hibberd).
The Orville (2017-) suggests a similar theme in “Krill” (season one, episode six),
when Captain Ed Mercer (Seth MacFarlane) describes the normal trajectory of
species: “Generally, when a civilization becomes more technologically advanced,
their adherence to religion declines.”41
This secular future is often depicted as arising out of the natural trajectory of modernity, and
thereby the past is used to predict the future, and the future to cyclically impose an assumed vision
of our secularizing past.42
In contrast, Wakanda found a way to go through its scientific and technological
enlightenment without abandoning its religiosity or spiritualistic cosmology.43 For example, the
high priest is central to society and performs government rituals and royal inaugurations. These
inaugurations are themselves steeped in religious imagery of death, resurrection, and baptism, with
the would-be King buried in dirt. During burial, his folded-arms are modelled after Egyptian
Pharoahs, displaying a relinquishing of control in death.44 While in the afterlife, the King visits the
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ancestral plain, meeting with his dead ancestors. In one of those rare moments where reality and
the film reel collide, Coogler’s eulogy for Boseman gives us an insight to their mutual
understanding of the scene when they shot it, as well as the additional significance it now has in
hindsight. Referring to Boseman as a “man of faith,” the director writes:
I had the privilege of directing scenes of Chad’s character, T’Challa,
communicating with the ancestors of Wakanda. We were in Atlanta, in an
abandoned warehouse, with bluescreens, and massive movie lights, but Chad’s
performance made it feel real. I think it was because from the time that I met him,
the ancestors spoke through him. It’s no secret to me now how he was able to
skillfully portray some of our most notable ones. I had no doubt that he would live
on and continue to bless us with more. But it is with a heavy heart and a sense of
deep gratitude to have ever been in his presence, that I have to reckon with the fact
that Chad is an ancestor now. And I know that he will watch over us, until we meet
again.45
In order to undergo the ancestral ritual and seize the throne, one must first defeat the
reigning panther in battle, with M’Baku (Winston Duke), the leader of the Jabari tribe, challenging
T’Challa early in the film. The Jabari long ago retreated into the mountains out of fear of vibranium
technology, and such reclusivism would normally be associated with religious conservatism in the
face of progress. Images might come to mind of Mennonite communities, monasteries in the
mountain, or the Essenes at Qumran, as well as more popular streams of anti-scientific and antiprogressive thinking found in fundamentalist Christianity, Judaism, or Islam. However, in the film,
both sides of the battle for the throne are portrayed as equally religious. It is not a clash between
religious conservatism and the progressive future of Wakanda, but rather, between two equally
religious tribes and their rival gods. M’Baku says, “Praise to Hanuman” when T’Challa accepts
his challenge, then puts on his wooden gorilla mask representing the Jabari’s ape god (note that
this is in the original script, and not just an aesthetic flourish of the costume designer). In contrast,
T’Challa is a part of the Panther tribe, who worship the Panther goddess and derive the strength of
the Black Panther from her. After initially thrashing T’Challa, M’Baku cries out: “Where is your
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God now!?” T’Challa’s visit to the ancestral plain after his eventual victory then reiterates the
equal religiosity of both sides. As such, the Jabari/panther struggle represents an alternative
modernity which still has its objectors and defenders but where both are equally religious, and so
God is not the dividing line between progress and regress. The Jabari are not afraid of secularism
but technology, for everyone still assumes a religious imaginary in this land. In contrast to Western
modernity, religion is no longer cast as the enemy of progress.
In the comics, this contrast between Wakanda and Western secularism is more explicitly
addressed. In one volume, T’Chaka refuses to share Wakanda’s discoveries, stating: “Until the
spiritual advancement of the West catches up to their technological prowess, it would be
irresponsible to share our scientific discoveries with you….”46 In another volume set during the
Second World War, Nazi Colonel Fritz Klaue (father of Ulysses Klaue) crash lands in Wakanda,
where he is taken in and befriended by Chanda (father of T’Chaka). Klaue attempts to convince
Chanda that Wakanda’s religion should pivot to Deism (the belief that reason rather than revelation
should serve as the grounds of religion), and the resulting conflict leads to Klaue’s expulsion from
Wakanda.47 Deism is often considered a first unknowing step toward secularism, moving from
faith in God, to reasonable faith in God, to reason without God. Deism is usually associated with
quintessential Enlightenment figures such as Rousseau, Voltaire, Paine, and Jefferson. Thus, the
rejection of Deism is in many ways a rejection of the process of secular modernity, enabling
Wakanda to preserve an alternate reality in which its rational enlightenment coexists with its
traditional religiosity.
Crucially, Wakanda’s religious and scientific progress are built upon the same foundation:
vibranium. Landing in Africa on a meteorite, vibranium is a literal deus ex machina, providing an
explanation for every technological and spiritual marvel of Wakanda. Vibranium “is shown to
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absorb energy, deflect bullets, short-circuit electrical devices, heal wounds,” and allow essentially
“God-like acts.”48 Radiating the soil, vibranium thereby produces the heart-shaped herb, which
enables the Black Panther to visit the ancestral realm. As Marvel Studios President Kevin Feige
stated, Wakanda is “partially spiritual. We certainly don’t call it magic, but there’s Vibranium that
has been interwoven within that soil and that land for thousands of years, so there are other things
going on with it.”49 In turn, the heavenly vision of the ancestral realm is very much embodied in
the African land, merging the ordinary with the extra-ordinary.50 This
symbolism reminds those of us who are of African descent in a post-colonial
diaspora of possible parts of our pre-Western Christian anthropologies. These
moments reveal not a sacred/secular dichotomy, a thing that in many ways was the
convention of Western Christian compartmentalization in the service of separating
the spiritual from the social and demarcation of non-European “religious” others,
but a mode of becoming in which the sacred ancestors are perpetually a part and
parcel of the holistic functioning of the society.51
In this sense, Wakanda does not buy into the common Western dichotomy of nature and spirit,
where the two are mutually exclusive (e.g., scientific explanation excludes miraculous explanation,
and vice versa) and where every scientific advance leads to a loss for faith. (Note that not all
Western nor even all Christian theologies adopt this dichotomy either and that many theologians
consider this version of faith that science allegedly debunked to be a strawmen).
This not only allows for an alternative account of the relationship between God and science
but between humanity and nature. In the Western creation narrative, humanity seems to be given
authority over creation by a creator who stands above and beyond it. A common—albeit
controversial—interpretation of Genesis 1:28 is that this entitled “modern man” to abuse the world
as he pleased, utilizing and stripping nature during the Industrial Revolution and setting the scene
for the contemporary environmental crisis. Now, most contemporary scholars insist that Genesis
1:28 actually refers to caretaking and stewardship over creation, rather than ownership and
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dominance. This tension has even been played out on the big screen in Aronofsky’s Noah (2014),
in which Noah (Russell Crowe) and Tubal-Cain (Ray Winstone) present contrasting interpretations
of Genesis 1:28, one of dominance and one of stewarding care. Regardless, Western modernity
was often quite satisfied to run with a potentially false and one-sided interpretation, using and
abusing nature to build the technological temples of our age.
In contrast to humanity’s natural right over nature bestowed by a transcendent creator,
Wakanda’s gods are within nature itself. The Panther goddess Bast, as well as the Jabari’s ape-god
Hanuman (a Hindu deity),52 are both made in the image of creatures, and in the waterfall scene,
we also see Nakia’s father “praising what might possibly be a water deity.”53 The very name
‘Wakanda’ may even derive from a Native American term which refers to God and the worship of
nature.54 Thus, nature is not depicted as property nor as an amoral playground but as imbued with
divine energy and value. This is reflected in Wakanda’s green city planning and architecture, with
hanging gardens and a verdant skyline which blends into the countryside (in both a figurative and
literal sense, given the force field that makes the city look like a forest from the outside). It is even
more explicit in the comics:
Black Panther embraces advanced technology while taking on foes ripped from the
headlines, but still depicts “a world where black people [are] in harmony with
nature and with one another,” … new black characters would also be
overdetermined by either their connection to nature (Storm, Falcon) or blackness,
like male characters Black Lightning and Black Goliath.55
Wakanda has thus progressed via its natural resources and vibranium technology while managing
to remain one with the planet and the gods that dwell within it, working with nature rather than
dominating over it. This represents an alternative account of the relationship between religion,
nature, and scientific progress, one which also has its parallels in the counter-modernity of
Romanticism. Of course, a common Western critique of this would be that once you collapse the
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distinction between spirit and nature, it is hard to distinguish this from atheistic materialism—e.g.,
Spinoza’s God who is indistinguishable from nature or Feuerbach and Marx’s atheistic inversion
of Hegel. In this sense, such a collapse could itself be a force for secularization. However, it is
sufficient for our point to show that Wakanda presents an interesting and alternative vision of the
relationship between religion and scientific progress, regardless of whether this vision is inherently
superior or not (a question well beyond the remit of this article).
Critically, these unique configurations of religion, science, and nature are not presented in
isolation from Black Panther’s other insights regarding race and gender but as flowing naturally
out of them. Without the powerplays of the West, Black women were given prominent positions
in STEM as well as in Wakanda’s spiritual hierarchies. A female replaces the deceased Zuri as
high priest, then handles the heart-shaped herb in order to perform the sacred coronation ceremony,
suggesting the transfer of political authority and the mediation of divine power can be made
through a female (note that the United Kingdom’s coronations have yet to be led by a female clergy
member). Former female rulers are shown with T’Chaka in the ancestral plain, suggesting that
women continue to have prominence in the spirit world. Furthermore, while the religious side of
Shuri is not emphasized in the film,56 the comics merge her scientific prowess with her spiritual
acumen:
D’Jalia is a spiritual plane that represents Wakanda’s collective memory. When
T’Challa’s sister, Shuri, is killed in the comics, her soul travels through the astral
plane and eventually to the D’Jalia. She trains there with spirits until T’Challa finds
a way to rescue her soul and she’s revived.57
Shuri, trapped in a spiritual plane with the memories of Wakanda’s elders, becomes
the caretaker of her people’s lore and ancient history. Through Shuri, Coates [the
author of the comics] expands on the religious beliefs of Wakanda.58
Now, this connection between females, science, and religion is not coincidental but derived
from the mythological foundations of Wakanda itself, for the panther god, Bast, is female.
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Wakandan “women are highly respected because of Bast.”59 As “metaphorical daughters of the
goddess, the well-developed female characters of Black Panther illustrate the multi-faceted nature
of Wakandans’ godlikeness.”60 This gendered religiosity is also connected to Wakandan scientific
and military progress, for Bast instructed them in the use of vibranium and the heart shaped herb,
while imbuing the first Black Panther with her divine power. Bast thus weaves together and makes
sense of Wakanda’s unique web of religion, science, and female empowerment. This configuration
may also be quite interesting sociologically, for a growing body of literature suggests that women
are consistently more religious (at least, in terms of daily activities and church attendance) than
men.61 Perhaps if women had been in charge—or at least, equal partners—during the
enlightenment, religion and progress would not have been so readily opposed. Sadly, while the
West had the resources to capitalize on divine femininity—e.g., Jesus as Sophia, or the
embodiment of feminine wisdom—these resources were often ignored, with women, faith, and
science often occupying mutually exclusive terrain.
Black Panther thus provides an alternative vision of how progress could—and still can—
unfold. Such visions give breathing room from the real, perpetuating an ideal realm that contrasts
the present and calls it unto repentance. This is the role that heaven often played in the imaginary
and revolutions of the past62 and which science-fiction has attempted to co-opt. Black Panther,
however, refuses to choose between the two genres, forging science-fiction as religious vision. Far
from merely giving black audiences momentary “mass psychic relief,”63 Black Panther has the
power to bring its heaven to earth. It has already inspired hashtags and fashion trends,64
architecture65 and philanthropy,66 culture and mythmaking,67 athletics and protests,68 and led to a
testable increase in identity and empowerment in non-white youths who watch it.69 Yet, as we have
argued, the merits of the film expand these racial insights into an alternative vision of gender,
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power, progress, science, nature, and religion—in sum, an alternative Enlightenment. Such a
vision should give us pause to reflect on systemic racism in its truest sense as something that does
not occur in isolation, but which permeates and structures entire systems and histories.
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